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Letters to the Editor
Democratic Censorship
Democrats are in full panic mode about the next election, aggressively trying to hide their catastrophic
failures. They cannot support their positions or actions with honest arguments or by letting people see
the results of their governance. They must rely on censorship to hide their massive disasters and
scandals. Truth is called “misinformation” or “disinformation” to justify that censorship.

Mass media censor by boldly lying and  fraudulently editing, and by ignoring, burying, or minimizing
coverage of events exposing the consequences of socialist ideology. For instance, they portrayed
Antifa’s and BLM’s violent riots, arson, murders, and autonomous zones as “mostly peaceful protests,”
while the January 6 protest was portrayed as sedition and a violent coup attempt. Coverage of
horrendous abuse of political prisoners in filthy jail conditions is absent. More subtly, January 6
coverage is used to fill allotted space and time, displacing coverage of important topics they want
hidden, such as election fraud, illegal immigration, and Afghanistan.

Social media censor by shadow banning, suspending, and banning people whose speech counters
Democratic ideology. The administration flags factual information that social media is to hide. Phony
“fact checkers” use spin, misdirection, unsupported accusation, smears, and outright lies to convince
casual readers that truth is false. In violation of the Constitution, Biden publicly told social media to
stop the flow of truth: “It has to stop!” 

A severe form of censorship is “canceling” political opponents. Important contracts are not renewed or
are canceled outright. Business relationships are severed to block supplies and markets.
Advertisements are not accepted. Political opponents are demonetized, cutting their access to critical
revenue streams. Debanking is used by banks to end important relationships with customers.
Deplatforming is used to block communication with opponents’ associates and followers. For instance,
two days after Biden demanded censorship be increased, DirecTV announced it wouldn’t renew One
America News’ contract.

Censorship is a key fascist tactic to attack and silence opposition. It is used to hurt businesses and
people who don’t share fascist ideology, while benefiting friends who do. The Democratic Party has
gone full fascist. We need to call them out for the fascists they are! 

Marvin Mathiak
Sent via e-mail

A Challenge for Republicans
People constantly ask me, what is the Republican Party doing? Sadly, outside of supporting candidates,
I have no response, and this troubles me.

I hereby issue a challenge to the Republican Executive Committees in the 67 counties of Florida:
Whatever it is you’re doing, take the time to assure Floridians have clean voter registration lists. Work
with the supervisor of elections and assure this effort is a priority. Get rid of all those dead people,
people who have moved, and people who cannot be verified as voting Floridians. If you don’t do this, all
other efforts are in vain.
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Floridians need to know that each vote cast is valid and that our elections are a model for the country.
We rely on the Republican Party to be unified in this effort, and we don’t want to hear that our elections
are safe and accurate unless they actually are. Personally, I have come across very disturbing
information indicating elections are not safe, to the extent that it’s not a matter of debate.

We have serious problems in our election process; I challenge any official to come forward to prove me
wrong. Cleaning these lists should offend no one. It doesn’t matter what party you support — this is an
effort to assure fairness in our elections for all Floridians.

This responsibility falls upon the Republican Party, and upon each and every Floridian to contact his
local party office and assure this is a priority. We need to get this done, and we need it done now.
Although this message is to Floridians, every county in every state in America should be doing this, and
it is your responsibility as an American to assure this happens.

So, don’t ask me what we can do, this is what we need to do. Be an active American, and show that
patriots are standing up and demanding that this problem be resolved once and for all.

Frank D. Lovell
Sent via e-mail
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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